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The ideas developed inu1 are applied to an analysis of interference phenomena during registration of 
pairs of nonidentical unstable particles. General formulas are derived for the probability of recording 
decaying particle pairs and resonances in correlation experiments. It is demonstrated that interfer
ence that depends on the proper time of flight of the particles and is due to nonorthogonality of the 
internal wave functions occurs when a single detector is used to record the decay products of two 
particles with identical spins and other conservable quantum numbers. If the particles have different 
conservable quantum numbers, their internal functions will be orthogonal to each other and there is 
never any interference during registration of such particles by a single detector. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE conditions for observing interference in the 
registration of two non-identical particles in correla
tion experiments were analyzed by us in detail 
earlier[IJ. According to[11 , for the same particles A 
and B, the presence or absence of interference depends 
on the type of the recording instruments. In particular, 
interference is possible if the particles are unstable, 
have identical decay modes, and they are registered by 
means of the products of these decays11. 

The purpose of the present paper was a more de
tailed study of interference phenomena in the registra
tion of pairs of unstable particles. Particular attention 
was paid here to the interference in the registration of 
two unstable particles with identical spins and other 
conserved quantum numbers by a single detector (see 
also[sJ ). In particular, we arrive at the conclusion that 
if the mass difference between the particles A and B 
tends to zero, the probability of registering non-identi
cal particles by means of either 1 or 2 detectors can be 
described in many cases by the same formulas as the 
probability of registering identical particles. 

2. CORRELATION FORMULAS FOR WAVE PACKETS 
OF PAIRS OF UNSTABLE PARTICLES 

Assume that as a result of some process there is 
produced at some point of space a pair of unstable par
ticles A and B, and that the first detector, located at a 
distance 11 from the region where packets of partic,les A 
and B are produced, registers the decay products of 
these particles in the state jn), while a second detec
tor, located at a distance l2 from the packet-production 
region, records the decay products of the particles A 
and Bin the state jm). We denote by a(1, 2) (a(2, 1)) the 
production or scattering amplitude corresponding to the 
emission of particle A in the direction of the first 
(second) detector and of particle B in the direction of 
the second (first) detector; we denote by fA-n and 
fB-n (fA-m• Fb-m) the amplitudes of the transition 

1>See in this connection also [2-4], which are devoted to an analysis 
of the properties of K°K0 pairs. 

of particles A and B into the state jn) (lm) ). Then, ac
cording tom , the number of delayed coincidences in the 
registration of particles A and B by two detectors are 
proportional to the quantity 

where 

p~)m(ft,fz)=a(1,2)/A. .• nfB-+meXp[ -(imA+ f2A )ti J 

Xexp[ -(imn+ r; )tz]±a(2,1)tn~ntA~m 

(1) 

xexp [- ( imn + r; ) tt] exp[- ( imA + r; )tz]. (2) 

Here rnA and mB are the masses of the particles A and 
B, rA and rB are their widths, t1 = ZJv1Yh and t2 
= l 2/v2 y 2 , where v1 and v2 are the group velocities of the 
wave packets moving respectively in the directions of 
the first and second detectors; y = (1- v2r 112 is the 
Lorentz factor. The sign "plus" in formula (2) corre
sponds to particles A and B with integer spin; the sign 
"minus" corresponds to particles with half-integer 
spins. Formulas (1) and (2), which are valid under the 
condition t..m = lmA- mBI <<rnA, mB,21 will be needed 
later on in the analysis of the question of registration 
of a pair of unstable particles by means of a single de
tector (see Sec. 4). 

Let us consider now a more general case, when pairs 
of identical particles AA and BB are produced besides 
the pair of particles A and B. The state produced in this 
case has immediately following the generation act the 
form 

j1jl(1.2)><±l = a(1.2) jA)<t>.jB)<2l ± a(2.1) jA)<2>.jB)<n 

+ F;t'l (1.2) jA)U>.jA)<2l + F~±~(1.2) jB)<t>.jB<z>). 
(3) 

Here F AA(1, 2) is the amplitude for the production of 
the pair AA, FBB(1, 2) is the amplitude for the produc
tion of the pair BB, with F AA(BB)(1, 2) = 

2>We put h = c = I throughout. The conditions for applicability of 
formula (2) and its corollaries are discussed in greater detail in [ 1]. In 
particular, if both detectors are identical (I n > = I m >),then when t" 
t2 ~ 1/ I IDA- rna I and It,- t21 ~ 1/ IrA- ra I the registration 
amplitude is!\±~- a(l,2) ± a(2,l),i.e., it has the same form as in the 
case of identicai particles. 
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±FAA(BB)(2, 1), but generally speaking a(1, 2) ?' a(2, 1). 
It is easy to see that in this case the probability of 
registering the decays A, B - n and A, B - m by de
tectors connected for coincidence is proportional to the 

quantity IPi'm(tt, t 2 )1 2dttdt2 , where 
' 

p~~~(t!,t2)=Fi±l(1.2)fMnfA~mexp[ -( imA+ f;) (t1+t2) J 

+ F~~(1.2)fn~n fn~m eKp [- ( ima + ~8 ) (t1 + t2) J + P,\~~ (t1 + l2),(4) 

with Pri'm(tt, t2 ) determined from formula (2)3 '. Form-
' ula (4) describes, in particular, the correlations in the 

decays of the K°K0 pair (see [2- 4 J ). The role of particle 
A is played here by the K~ meson, and the role of parti
cle B by the Kg meson. Since the K mesons are bosons, 
0e corresponding expression has the structure 
P ri_+>(tt, t 2). The pair-production amplitudes satisfy in 
this case the relations 

(+) (+) 

FK,"K,"(1,2) =- FK,"K,"(1.2), a(1,2) =- a(2.1). (5) 

Equation (5) corresponds to the fact that the combina
tion K~Kg-KgKg is produced when the pair K°K0 is pro
duced in states with even orbital angular momenta, and 
the combination K~Kg is produced in the case of odd 
orbital angular momenta. 

3. INTERFERENCE IN DECAYS OF RESONANCE PAIRS 

It is known that the effective-mass spectrum of the 
decay product of an unstable particle has a Breit-Wigner 
form: 

(6) 

where fA_ n is the decay amplitude corresponding to a 
transition to the given state In). Let us assume that as 
a result of some reaction there are produced two non
identical resonances with identical decay modes In) and 
lm). The lifetimes of the resonances are so short that 
the observation of the time correlations considered in 
Sec. 2 becomes impossible. One cannot, however, raise 
the question of the distribution of the effective masses 
of the decay products of two resonances. Let the first 
detector register the decay products of two resonances 
A and Bin the state In) with total momentum p1 and 
effective mass M1, and the second detector register the 
decay products of the same resonances in the state lm) 
with total momentum P2 and effective mass M2 • In this 
case the process can follow two indistinguishable paths: 
a) the state In) is produced as the result of the decay of 
the resonance A, while the state lm) is due to the decay 
of the resonance B; b) the state In) is produced as the 
result of the decay of the resonance B, and the state lm) 
as the result of the decay of the resonance A. The dis
tribution over the effective masses M1 and M2 will take 
the form 

d•W:±~ ~ _1_J_, ___ fA~nfn~,~(Pi, P_:~-----
' (2rr) 2 I (M,- mA + irA12) (M2- mn + ifn/2) 

±----! fA~mfn~na(p,,~---l•dM,dM2, (7) 
(M,- ma + ifn/2) (M2- mA + ifA/2) 

3lif the detectors do not register the projections of the spins of the 
decay products, then the quantities I Pn m 12 and I Pn m 12 must be 
summed over the polarizations of the fi~al particles a~d averaged over 
the polarizations of particles A and B. 

where a(pt, p2) (a(p2, Pt)) is the amplitude of production 
of the resonance A (B) with momentum Pt and of the 
resonance B (A) with momentum P2· The rule for choos
ing the sign in (7) is the same as in Sec. 2. If identical 
decay modes of the resonances A and B are registered 
(A-n, B -n), then in the limit as rnA-- mB and 
rA- rB we have 

w<±> 1 1 dM!IIM. 
d' n,m~ a(pi,P2)±a(p2,Pi) 2[(M,-m)2+f2/4H(M,-m)2+f'/4] 

(8) 
Expression (8) coincides with the formula describing 
the correlations in the decays of a pair of identical 
resonances. Indeed, the quantity a(p1, p2) ± a(p2, p1) is 
symmetrical with respect to the substitution Pt ~ p2 in 
the case of bosons (all the even orbital angular momenta 
take part in the process) and antisymmetrical in the 
case of fermions (only odd angular momenta take part). 

In the case of production of a pair of identical reson
ances, the distributions of the effective masses of the 
decay products always have the form (8), regardless of 
whether the detectors register identical or different 
decay modes. 

If pairs of identical resonances AA and BB are pro
duced in the same process in addition to the non-identi
cal resonances A and B, the same reasoning as in Sec. 2 
leads to a general formula for the distribution of the 
effective masses 

d2W~±;,. ~ __ 1 __ 1 fA~nfn-:ma(p!, p,) 
' (2:n:) 2 (M1 - mA +if A/2) (M2 - mn + ifa/2) 

+ ---~m,f:"='"_'l a(p•,_P~l) ___ _ 
- (M,- mn + ii'n/2) (M2- mA + ii' A/2) 

1 Fi±l (PhP2)fA~nfA-m 
' (M1 - m .. 1 + ii' A/2) (M2 - m.4 + il'A/2) 

(±) 

+ Fnn(PI,P2)fn~nfn~m 12 dMdM (g) 
(M,-mn+ii'8 /2)(M•-mn+ii'8 /2) 1 2" 

Here F_i.A_ (pt. P2l and F~k(p1, p2) are the amplitudes of 

production of the pairs AA and BB, with F<!>(pt, p2) 
= ±F<!>(p2, Pt). 

4. INTERFERENCE PHENOMENA IN THE REGISTRA
TION OF PAIRS OF UNSTABLE PARTICLES BY 
ONE DETECTOR 

It follows from the foregoing that in correlation ex
periments any non-identical particles A and B, having 
the same decay modes, can interfere. In particular, if 
the detectors register the decay products of the particles 
A and Bin a narrow angle interval, interference is pos
sible also in the case when the spins of these particles 
are different (the spin difference ISA- SBI is assumed 
to be an integer). After averaging over the angles, the 
interference terms in formulas (1) and (7) vanish. 

When we state that the particles A and B are not 
identical, we usually imply the existence of some 
method which makes it possible to distinguish between 
them. But if such a method exists, then, in accordance 
with the formalism of quantum mechanics, the states 
should be orthogonal to each other, i.e., (AlB) = 0. It is 
therefore clear that no interference is observed in the 
correlation experiments if the detector register the 
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distinguishable (orthogonal) states lA) and IB) them
selves, and not their superpositions. 

We note now that the concepts of non-identity and 
distinguishability are in complete correspondence with
out any stipulations only for stable particles. Of course, 
if the unstable particles have different quantum num
bers (for example, charges or spins), which are con
served during the decay processes, then these particles 
are also distinguishable in principle, i.e., their states 
are orthogonal. Let us assume, however, that for the 
particles A and B all the conserved quantum numbers 
are the same, and that the particles differ in their 
masses and in their lifetimes. In the case of stable 
particles with identical internal quantum numbers, but 
with different albeit close masses, we have at our dis
posal, in principle, an infinitely long time to be able to 
determine the masses of the particles A and B and by 
the same token identify these particles. 

In the case of unstable particles with identical in
ternal quantum numbers, the situation is different: the 
time of mass measurement is limited to the lifetime, 
and the mass itself is not a fully defined quantity. One 
should therefore expect such particles not to be fully 
distinguishable, or, from the formal point of view, the 
states of such particles are not orthogonal. Indeed, it 
is easy to prove that the following relation holds true 
for unstable particles A and B: 

(10) 

Here 

fA-m and fB-m are the decay amplitudes defined in 
Sec. 2; the summation sign includes also integration 
with respect to the angles (see lBJ) 41 • 

It is important that in the case of unstable particles 
with identical spins, parities, and other conserved 
quantum numbers, the quantity RAB- O, i.e., (BIA) 
;.o 0. Unstable particles for which 0 < I(AIB) 12 < 1 will 
be called "quasi-identical." It is easy to see that if 
lmA- mBI « rA, rB and fA-m- fB-m' then 

(A I B) - 1. On the other hand, if the particles are 
stable, then in accordance with (10), for any non-zero 
mass difference, the states lA) and IB) are orthogonal. 

We proceed now to analyze the process of registra
tion of a pair of particles A and B by one detector (we 
shall assume first that the pairs A and B are not pro
duced). It is easy to understand that if the particles A 
and Bare in principle distinguishable, no interference 
takes place. Indeed, by observing, after the measure
ment act, a particle that has not fallen in the measuring 
instrument, we can identify it and by the same token 
uniquely indicate which of the particles, A or B, was 
registered by the instrument. From the formal point of 
view, the particles in the counter do not interfere if 
their states are orthogonal. It is important to empha-

4>Formula ( 10) for neutral K mesons was obtained in [6 ] (see also 
[ 7 ]). IfCP-parity is conserved, then ~fKs--> nf*KL--> n = 0 and <Ks I 
KL} = 0; when CP invariance is violated, generally speaking, we have 
<KL I Ks> = 0. From the manner in which it is derived, formula (I 0) is 
valid for all unstable particles. 

size that although in the registration of such particles 
in correlation experiments we can observe interference 
under certain conditions, in the case when the second 
detector is removed, the interference term becomes 
identically equal to zero no matter what the registration 
method employed. 

As to the aforementioned "quasi-identical" parti
cles, their states are not fully distinguishable, and we 
can therefore expect the presence of interference when 
pairs of these particles are registered by a single 
counter. For a more detailed analysis of this question, 
we return to the correlation formulas (1) and (2). Let 
us assume that we have taken away the second detector. 
It is clear that the registration of the decays A - n and 
B - n by one detector is equivalent to registration of 
the correlations of these decays with all the decays of 
the particles A and B at all distances in a kinematically
conjugate direction. Consequently, the probability of 
registration of the decays A - n and B - n by a detec
tor located at a distance l1 = V1Y 1t1 from the region of 
production of the packets A and B is proportional to the 
quantity 

where 
~ 

<±> 1 ~I <±> I Qn (It)= J LJ Pn,m(lt,12) 2dt2, (11) 
0 m 

and the expression P::>m(t1, t2) is determined from 
formula (2). ' 

Elementary integration yields 

Qn(±)(tt) = lfA~n j2 ja(1. 2) j2e-r At,+ lfB~n J 2 ja{2. 1) J 2e-rst, ± 

±2Re{a(1.2)a"(2.1)fA~nf;~n [ RAB ] 
(r A+ rB)/2 + i(mB- fflA) 

(12) 

The expression in the square brackets in the interfer
ence term is the measure of the non- orthogonality of the 
states lA) and IB) (see formula (10)). In particular, if 
we register the scattering of particles A and B in the 
c.m.s. (a(1, 2) = f(O), a(2, 1) = f(7T- 0), where 0 is the 
scattering angle), then 

Q~±) (tl) = If A~n 1'1 f (8) l'e-rA'' +If B~n I' If (n- e I' e-rB'• ± 13 
±2e-<rA+rB)tJ2 Re {f (0) f' (n- 8) f A~JB~n e-i(mA-mn) ''(A I B)}. ( ) 

The structure of formulas (12) and (13) does not de
pend on whether the decays of particles A and B are 
registered or their interactions. It follows from (13) 
that for "quasi-identical" particles the interference 
terms differ from zero. It is precisely such particles 
(and only such) which interfere when they are registered 
by a single detector. 

In the limit, when rnA- ir.A!'2- mB- irsf2 we ob
tain the known formula for the scattering cross section 
of identical particles. We note that the cross section 
for the production or scattering of two unstable parti
cles A and B is connected with the quantities Qn(tl) and 
Pn m(th t2), which characterize the probabilities regis
tration, by means of the simple relation 
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When (B lA) "'0, the quantity a "' la(1, 2) 12 + la(2, 1) j2 • 

This means that in the case when a pair of unstable 
particles with identical conserved quantum numbers is 
produced, the interference term differs from zero no 
matter what the registration method. In this case, the 
concepts of non-identity and identity of the particles, 
obviously, no longer have that absolute significance as 
in the case of stable particles. 

5. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS AND EXAMPLES 

If the state (3) is produced as the result of the inter
action act, then we obtain for the probability of register
ing the decays A - n and B - n by one detector the 
more general expression: 

dP n = Q~±l (It) dt1, 

(15) 
m 0 

where p<.tl (tt. t2 ) is determined in accordance with (4). n,m 
We note that expression (15) with allowance for rela

tions (5) describes the probability of registering the 
decays of the pair K°K0 by means of one detector. The 
interference phenomena occurring in the registration of 
the K°K0 pair with one detector were investigated 
earlier in l 9l. In particular it was shown there that 
when CP invariance is violated, when the states KL and 
Ks, generally speaking, are not orthogonal, the expres
sion for the probability of registration of the decays of 
the system KLKS (which is produced, for example, in 
the process cp - KsKL) contains an oscillating term 
proportional to the magnitude of the non-orthogonality 
(KLIKs), in full agreement with formula (12). It is 
easy to see that in the general case of a production of 
a K°K0 pair, the sum of the readings of the two counters, 
which are not connected in coincidence and are located 
at equal distances from the point of pair production in 
kinematically-conjugate directions, does not contain an 
oscillating interference term if the states KL and Ks 
are orthogonal. When (KLIKs) "'0, the oscillating term 
is proportional to the quantity 

If the detector registers all the decay modes of the 
particles A and B, then the registration probability is 
obviously proportional to the quantity ~Q~(~J It is easy 

to see that the expression for the registration probabil
ity contains oscillating interference terms, which are 
linear and quadratic in the quantity (AlB). In this case 

f (~ Q~±1 (t•) )at•= (1j:<±l(1,2) l¢<±1(1,2)>, (16) 
0 n 

where I</' <!1(1, 2)) is the vector of the state (3). If FAA 
= FBB = 0, we arrive at formula (14). 

We proceed now to the case of production of pairs of 
short-lived unstable particles (resonances) with identi
cal conserved quantum numbers. The states of such 
particles, according to (10), should be non-orthogonal. 
In Sec. 3 we have considered the correlations in the 
distribution of the effective masses of the A, B - n and 
A, B - m decay products. Let us find now this distribu-

tion in the case of registration with one detector. To 
this end, it is necessary to sum formula (7) over all the 
A, B- m decay modes with total momentum p2 , and 
integrate over the effective masses M2 • The integration 
and the summation of the interference term in formula 
(7) yields 

~-~ 5 
m 2n o 

RAB 
= ~~-----~---=(A I B). 

(fA+ fs)/2 + i(mB- mA) 

As the result we obtain 

= 
aw,;±) = ~ ~ azw~~~aM, 

m 0 

=__!- { I/A~ni 2 Ja(pt,P2)1 2 + lfs~ni'Ja(pz,Pt) I'_ 
2rr (M.- mA) 2 + r A2/4 (Mt- ms) 2 + fs2/4 

( • ·- ll_(iJ•,P;~(Pz,Pt) ----)taM 
±2Re (AjB)fA~nfn~n (.!lf;-m.,+ifA/2)(Mt-mn-ifn/2) j 1 

(17) 
When (AlB)"' 0, the effective-mass spectrum (17) 

does not reduce to a sum of two Breit-Wigner terms. In 
the case of production of the resonance pairs AA, BB, 
and AB, the effective-mass spectrum of the A, B- n 
decay products is given by 

= 
dfl:',<,±l -- ~ I d2W l±l dM vv LJ J n·m 2, (18) 

m 0 

where d2 W i:l,n is determined from formula (9). 
Formula (18), the explicit form of which will not be 

presented because of its complexity (see ll2l), describes, 
in particular, the distribution of the effective masses of 
two a particles in reactions with production of two ex
cited states of the nuclei Be{'8 and Bei8 with energies 
16.6 and 16.9 MeV51 • An example may be the still un
investigated process a + C12 - 2Bef8 - 4 a. In this 
reaction there is produced a linear combination of the 
Pairs Be*8 Be*8 Be*8 Be*8 and Be*8 Be*8 with zero total 

1 1' 2 z' 1 z' 
isotopic spin. Since the Be{'8 and Bei8 levels have the 
same spins and parities (2+), and their widths are com
parable with the energy difference, it follows from (10) 
that the degree of non-orthogonality is (Be{8 1Bei8 ) ~ 1, 
and the effect of the deviation of the effective-mass 
spectrum from the Breit-Wigner form should be ap
preciable (see lsJ ). We assume that the a particles 
produced in the case of decay of Be*8 nuclei moving in 
opposite directions in the c.m.s. are kinematically dis
tinguishable. Such a situation takes place at sufficiently 
high energy of the primary a particles. 

The authors are deeply grateful to V. G. Baryshev
skil', v. M. Galitskil', and I. I. Gurevich for interest and 
remarks. 
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